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Abstract:- 

With 20 million introduces multi day, 

outsider applications are a noteworthy 

purpose behind the notoriety and 

addictiveness of Facebook. Lamentably, 

programmers have understood the 

capability of utilizing applications for 

spreading malware and spam. The issue is 

as of now noteworthy, as we find that at any 

rate 13% of applications in our dataset are 

vindictive. Up until this point, the 

exploration network has concentrated on 

identifying malignant posts and battles. In 

this paper, we make the inquiry: Given a 

Facebook application, would we be able to 

decide whether it is malignant? Our key 

commitment is in creating FRAppE—

Facebook's Rigorous Application 

Evaluator—ostensibly the primary device 

concentrated on distinguishing malignant 

applications on Facebook. To create 

FRAppE, we utilize data accumulated by 

watching the posting conduct of 111K 

Facebook applications seen crosswise over 

2.2 million clients on Facebook. To begin 

with, we recognize an arrangement of 

highlights that assistance us recognize 

malevolent applications from amiable ones. 

For instance, we locate that pernicious 

applications frequently share names with 

different applications, and they ordinarily 

ask for less consents than generous 

applications. Second, utilizing these 

distinctive highlights, we demonstrate that 

FRAppE can identify vindictive applications 

with 99.5% exactness, with no false positives 

and a high obvious positive rate (95.9%). At  

 

last, we investigate the environment of 

vindictive Facebook applications and 

distinguish components that these 

applications use to proliferate. Curiously, 

we locate that numerous applications 

conspire and bolster one another; in our 

dataset, we find 1584 applications 

empowering the viral proliferation of 3723 

different applications through their posts. 

Long haul, we consider FRAppE to be a 

stage toward making an autonomous guard 

dog for application appraisal and 

positioning, in order to caution Facebook 

clients before introducing applications. 

Keywords:- Facebook Apps, Malicious 

Apps, Profiling Apps, Online Social 

Networks. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

ONLINE social networks (OSNs) enable 

and encourage third-party applications 

(apps) to enhance the user experience on 

these platforms. Such enhancements include 

interesting or entertaining ways of 

communicating among online friends and 

diverse activities such as playing games or 

listening to songs. For example, Facebook 

provides developers an API that facilitates 

app integration into the Facebook user- 

experience. There are 500K apps available 

on Facebook , and on average, 20M apps are 

installed every day. Furthermore, many apps 

have acquired and maintain a really large 

user base. For instance, FarmVille and 

CityVille apps have 26.5M and 42.8M users 

to date. Recently, hackers have started 

taking advantage of the popularity of this 
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third-party apps platform and deploying 

malicious applications. Malicious apps can 

provide a lucrative business for hackers, 

given the popularity of OSNs, with 

Facebook leading the way with 900M active 

users. There are many ways that hackers can 

benefit from a malicious app: 1) the app can 

reach large numbers of users and their 

friends to spread spam; 2) the app can obtain 

users’ personal information such as e-mail 

address, home town, and gender; and 3) the 

app can “reproduce” by making other 

malicious apps popular. To make matters 

worse, the deployment of malicious apps is 

simplified by ready-to-use toolkits starting 

at $25. In other words, there is motive and 

opportunity, and as a result, there are many 

malicious apps spreading on Facebook every 

day.Despite the above worrisome trends, 

today a user has very limited information at 

the time of installing an app on Facebook. In 

other words, the problem is the following: 

Given an app’s identity number (the unique 

identifier assigned to the app by Facebook), 

can we detect if the app is malicious? 

Currently, there is no commercial service, 

publicly available information, or research-

based tool to advise a user about the risks of 

an app. As we show in Section III, malicious 

apps are widespread and they easily spread, 

as an infected user jeopardizes the safety of 

all its friends.So far, the research community 

has paid little attention to OSN apps 

specifically. Most research related to spam 

and malware on Facebook has focused on 

detecting malicious posts and social spam 

campaigns. At the same time, in a seemingly 

backwards step, Facebook has dismantled 

iapp rating functionality recently. In this 

paper, we develop FRAppE, a suite of 

efficient classification techniques for 

identifying whether an app is malicious or 

not. To build FRAppE, we use data from 

MyPage- Keeper, a security app in 

Facebook that monitors the Facebook 

profiles of 2.2 million users. We analyze 

111K apps that made 91 million posts over 9 

months. This is arguably the first 

comprehensive study focusing on malicious 

Facebook apps that focuses on quantifying, 

profiling, and understanding malicious apps 

and synthesizes this information into an 

effective detection approach. Our work 

makes the following key contributions. 13% 

of observed apps are malicious. We show 

that malicious apps are prevalent in 

Facebook and reach a large number of 

users.We find that 13% of apps in our 

dataset of 111K distinct apps are malicious. 

Also, 60% of malicious apps endanger more 

than 100K users each by convincing them to 

follow the links on the posts made by these 

apps, and 40% of malicious apps have over 

1000 monthly active users each. Malicious 

and benign app profiles significantly differ. 

We systematically profile apps and show 

that malicious app profiles are significantly 

different than those of benign apps. A 

striking observation is the “laziness” of 

hackers; many malicious apps have the same 

name, as 8%of unique names of malicious 

apps are each used by more than 10 different 

apps (as defined by their app IDs). Overall, 

we profile apps based on two classes of 

features: 1) those that can be obtained on-

demand given an application’s identifier 

(e.g., the permissions required by the app 

and the posts in the application’s profile 

page), and 2) others that require a cross-user 

view to aggregate information across time 

and across apps (e.g., the posting behavior 

of the app and the similarity of its name to 

other apps). 

• The emergence of app-nets: Apps collude 

at massive scale. We conduct a forensics 

investigation on the malicious app 
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ecosystem to identify and quantify the 

techniques used to promote malicious 

apps.We find that apps collude and 

collaborate at a massive scale. Apps 

promote other apps via posts that point to 

the “promoted” apps. If we describe the 

collusion relationship of promoting–

promoted apps as a graph, we find 1584 

promoter apps that promote 3723 other apps. 

Furthermore, these apps form large and 

highly dense connected components, as 

shown in this system. 

Furthermore, hackers use fast-changing 

indirection: Applications posts have URLs 

that point to a Web site, and the Web site 

dynamically redirects to many different 

apps; we find 103 such URLs that point to 

4676 different malicious apps over the 

course of a month. These observed 

behaviors indicate well-organized crime: 

One hacker controls many malicious apps, 

which we will call an app-net, since they 

seem a parallel concept to botnets. 

Malicious hackers impersonate applications. 

We were surprised to find popular good 

apps, such as FarmVille and Facebook for 

iPhone, posting malicious posts. On further 

investigation, we found a lax authentication 

rule in Facebook that enabled hackers to 

make malicious posts appear as though they 

came from these apps. FRAppE can detect 

malicious apps with 99% accuracy. We 

develop FRAppE (Facebook’s Rigorous 

Application Evaluator) to identify malicious 

apps using either using only features that 

can be obtained on-demand or using both 

on-demand and aggregation-based app 

information. FRAppE Lite, which only uses 

information available on-demand, can 

identify malicious apps with 99.0% 

accuracy, with low false positives (0.1%) 

and high true positives (95.6%). By adding 

aggregation-based information, FRAppE can 

detect malicious apps with 99.5% accuracy, 

with no false positives and higher true 

positives (95.9%). Our recommendations to 

Facebook. The most important message of 

the work is that there seems to be a parasitic 

eco-system of malicious apps within 

Facebook that needs to be understood and 

stopped. However, even this initial work 

leads to the following recommendations for 

Facebook that could potentially also be 

useful to other social platforms 1) Breaking 

the cycle of app propagation. We 

recommend that apps should not be allowed 

to promote other apps. This is the reason 

that malicious apps seem to gain strength by 

self-propagation. Note that we only 

suggested against a special kind of app 

promotion where the user clicks the app A 

installation icon, app A redirects the user to 

the intermediate installation page of app B, 

and the user cannot see the difference unless 

she examines the landing URL very 

carefully where client ID is different. At the 

end, the user ends up installing app B 

although she intended to install app A. 

Moreover, cross promotion among apps is 

forbidden as per Facebook’s platform 

policy. Enforcing stricter app authentication 

before posting. We recommend a stronger 

authentication of the identity of an app 

before a post by that app is accepted. As we 

saw, hackers fake the true identify of an app 

in order to evade detection and appear more 

credible to the end user. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

1)  A technique for computer detection 

and correction of spelling errors 

AUTHORS:  F. J. Damerau 

The method described assumes that a word 

which cannot be found in a dictionary has at 

most one error, which might be a wrong, 
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missing or extra letter or a single 

transposition. The unidentified input word is 

compared to the dictionary again, testing 

each time to see if the words match—

assuming one of these errors occurred. 

During a test run on garbled text, correct 

identifications were made for over 95 

percent of these error types. 

2) LIBSVM: A library for support vector 

machines 

AUTHORS: C.-C. Chang and C.-J. Lin 

LIBSVM is a library for Support Vector 

Machines (SVMs). We have been actively 

developing this package since the year 2000. 

The goal is to help users to easily apply 

SVM to their applications. LIBSVM has 

gained wide popularity in machine learning 

and many other areas. In this article, we 

present all implementation details of 

LIBSVM. Issues such as solving SVM 

optimization problems theoretical 

convergence multiclass classification 

probability estimates and parameter 

selection are discussed in detail. 

 

3)  Beyond blacklists: Learning to detect 

malicious Web sites from suspicious 

URLs 

AUTHORS:  J. Ma, L. K. Saul, S. Savage, 

and G. M. Voelker 

Malicious Web sites are a cornerstone of 

Internet criminal activities. As a result, there 

has been broad interest in developing 

systems to prevent the end user from visiting 

such sites. In this paper, we describe an 

approach to this problem based on 

automated URL classification, using 

statistical methods to discover the tell-tale 

lexical and host-based properties of 

malicious Web site URLs. These methods 

are able to learn highly predictive models by 

extracting and automatically analyzing tens 

of thousands of features potentially 

indicative of suspicious URLs. The resulting 

classifiers obtain 95-99% accuracy, 

detecting large numbers of malicious Web 

sites from their URLs, with only modest 

false positives. 

4)  Design and evaluation of a real-time 

URL spam filtering service 

AUTHORS:  K. Thomas, C. Grier, J. Ma, 

V. Paxson, and D. Song 

On the heels of the widespread adoption of 

web services such as social networks and 

URL shorteners, scams, phishing, and 

malware have become regular threats. 

Despite extensive research, email-based 

spam filtering techniques generally fall short 

for protecting other web services. To better 

address this need, we present Monarch, a 

real-time system that crawls URLs as they 

are submitted to web services and 

determines whether the URLs direct to 

spam. We evaluate the viability of Monarch 

and the fundamental challenges that arise 

due to the diversity of web service spam. 

We show that Monarch can provide 

accurate, real-time protection, but that the 

underlying characteristics of spam do not 

generalize across web services. In particular, 

we find that spam targeting email 

qualitatively differs in significant ways from 

spam campaigns targeting Twitter. We 

explore the distinctions between email and 

Twitter spam, including the abuse of public 

web hosting and redirector services. Finally, 

we demonstrate Monarch's scalability, 

showing our system could protect a service 

such as Twitter--which needs to process 15 

million URLs/day--for a bit under $800/day. 

 

5) Detecting spammers on social networks 

AUTHORS: G. Stringhini, C. Kruegel, and 

G. 

Social networking has become a popular 

way for users to meet and interact online. 
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Users spend a significant amount of time on 

popular social network platforms (such as 

Facebook, MySpace, or Twitter), storing and 

sharing a wealth of personal information. 

This information, as well as the possibility 

of contacting thousands of users, also 

attracts the interest of cybercriminals. For 

example, cybercriminals might exploit the 

implicit trust relationships between users in 

order to lure victims to malicious websites. 

As another example, cybercriminals might 

find personal information valuable for 

identity theft or to drive targeted spam 

campaigns. 

In this paper, we analyze to which extent 

spam has entered social networks. More 

precisely, we analyze how spammers who 

target social networking sites operate. To 

collect the data about spamming activity, we 

created a large and diverse set of "honey-

profiles" on three large social networking 

sites, and logged the kind of contacts and 

messages that they received. We then 

analyzed the collected data and identified 

anomalous behavior of users who contacted 

our profiles. Based on the analysis of this 

behavior, we developed techniques to detect 

spammers in social networks, and we 

aggregated their messages in large spam 

campaigns. Our results show that it is 

possible to automatically identify the 

accounts used by spammers, and our 

analysis was used for take-down efforts in a 

real-world social network. More precisely, 

during this study, we collaborated with 

Twitter and correctly detected and deleted 

15,857 spam profiles. 
 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE: 

 
 

 

 
 

III. Related Work:- Detecting spam on 

OSNs. Gao et al. [32] analyzed posts on the 

walls of 3.5 million Facebook users and 

showed that 10% of links posted on 

Facebook walls are spam. They also 

presented techniques to identify 

compromised accounts and spam 

campaigns. In other work, Gao et al. [31] 

and Rahman et al. [41] develop efficient 

techniques for online spam filtering on 

OSNs such as Facebook. While Gao et al. 

[31] rely on having the whole social graph 

as input, 

and so, is usable only by the OSN provider, 

Rahman et al. [41] develop a third-party 

application for spam detection on Facebook. 

Others [37,44] present mechanisms for 

detection of spam URLs on Twitter. In 

contrast to all of these efforts, rather than 

classifying individual URLs or posts as 

spam, we focus on identifying malicious 

applications that are the main source of 

spam on Facebook. 

Detecting spam accounts. Yang et al. [46] 

and Benevenuto et al. [26] developed 

techniques to identify accounts of spammers 

on Twitter. Others have proposed a honey-

pot based approach [36,43] to detect spam 

accounts on OSNs. Yardi et al. [47] 

analyzed behavioral patterns among spam 

accounts in Twitter. Instead of focusing on 

accounts created by spammers, our work 

enables detection of malicious apps that 
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propagate spam and malware by luring 

normal users to install them. App permission 

exploitation. Chia et al. [29] investigated the 

privacy intrusiveness of Facebook apps and 

concluded that currently available signals 

such as community ratings, popularity, and 

external ratings such as Web of Trust 

(WOT) as well as signals from app 

developers are not reliable indicators of the 

privacy risks associated with an app. Also, 

in keeping with our observation, they found 

that popular Facebook apps tend to request 

more permissions. They also found that 

‘Lookalike’ applications that have names 

similar to popular applications request more 

permissions than is typical. Based on a 

measurement study across 200 Facebook 

Facebook users, Liu et al. [38] showed that 

privacy settings in Facebook rarely match 

users’ expectations. To address the privacy 

risks associated with the use of Facebook 

apps, some studies [27, 45] propose a new 

application policy and authentication dialog. 

Makridakis et al. [40] use a real application 

named ‘Photo of the Day’ to demonstrate 

how malicious apps on Facebook can launch 

DDoS attacks using the Facebook platform. 

King et al. [34] conducted a survey to 

understand users’ interaction with Facebook 

apps. Similarly, Gjoka et al. [33] study the 

user reach of popular Facebook applications. 

On the contrary, we quantify the prevalence 

of malicious apps, and develop tools to 

identify malicious apps that use several 

features beyond the required permission set. 

App rating efforts. Stein et al. [42] describe 

Facebook’s Immune System (FIS), a 

scalable real-time adversarial learning 

system deployed in Facebook to protect 

users from malicious activities. However, 

Stein et al. provide only a high-level 

overview about threats to the Facebook 

graph and do not provide any analysis of the 

system. Furthermore, in an attempt to 

balance accuracy of detection with low false 

positives, it appears that Facebook has 

recently softened their controls for handling 

spam apps [11]. Other Facebook 

applications [5,7,15] that defend users 

against spam and malware do not provide 

ratings for apps on Facebook. Whatapp [23] 

collects community reviews about apps for 

security, privacy and openness. However, it 

has not attracted much reviews (47 reviews 

available) to date. To the best of our 

knowledge, we are the first to provide a 

classification of Facebook apps into 

malicious and benign categories. 

IV.CONCLUSION 

Applications present convenient means for 

hackers to spread malicious content on 

Facebook. However, little is understood 

about the characteristics of malicious apps 

and how they operate. In this paper, using a 

large corpus of malicious Facebook apps 

observed over a 9-month period, we showed 

thatmalicious apps differ significantly from 

benign apps with respect to several features. 

For example, malicious apps aremuchmore 

likely to share names with other apps, and 

they typically request fewer permissions 

than benign apps. Leveraging our 

observations, we developed FRAppE, an 

accurate classifier for detecting malicious 

Facebook applications.Most interestingly, 

we highlighted the emergence of app-nets—

large groups of tightly connected 

applications that promote each other. We 

will continue to dig deeper into this 

ecosystem of malicious apps on Facebook, 

and we hope that Facebook will benefit from 

our recommendations for reducing the 

menace of hackers on their platform. 
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